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ABSTRACT 

Since metaphor cognition was put forward officially from 1980, it has been widely applied in many research fields 

including the translation of metaphor. Metaphor cognition study opens a new window for metaphor translation and 

scholars stride to find a balance between cognition equivalence and language equivalence in metaphor translation.  

From the last decade of 20th century, CRH (China Railway High-Speed) has gained rapid development and attracted 

world attention with great achievements. There appeared a number of CRH reports and publications withvariousCRH 

metaphors creation, which has already formed one important part of CRH culture. In order to better promote the CRH 

culture, the paper explores CRH metaphor translation from the angle of metaphor cognition based on the CRH 

metaphors in two CRH books under the guidance of Kövecses’s metaphor cognition equivalence translation strategy 

with detailed effective metaphor translation methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is widely accepted that metaphor is a means of 

cognition towards the world, through which human 

being projects the conceptual features of a source 

domain (familiar and concrete objects) onto a target 

domain (strange and abstract objects) aiming to gain 

certain features of the abstract target object (Dingfang 

Su, 2000). The cognition nature of metaphor requires 

that metaphor translation is more than the transforming 

between two kinds of languages, but the communication 

and negotiation between two kinds of cultural cognition. 

The principle of equivalence is the ultimate goal in 

translation. As far as metaphor translation concerned, 

the ideal translation is the combination of the 

equivalence in metaphor cognition and metaphor 

language between the source text and the target text. 

Metaphor cognition opened a new window for 

metaphor study and is applied in many fields. Recently, 

there appear many CRH publications owing to the fast 

development and great achievement of Chinese high-

speed railway [1]. The paper tries to explore CRH 

metaphor translation from the angle of metaphor 

cognition. The CRH metaphors studied here are taken 

from two newly published CRH books “China Speed: 

Development of China’s High-Speed Rail” (2016) and 

“The Rapid Development of China’s High-Speed 

Railways”(2019). Based on the study of metaphor 

cognition translation theories, the paper proposed three 

kinds of metaphor translation methods with detail 

example illustration. 

2. METAPHOR COGNITION 

Many researches have proved the common existence 

of metaphor and its cognition nature since Lakoff & 

Johnson published the book “Metaphor We Live by” in 

1980. The function of metaphor cognition are generally 

embodied in two ways, one is that human uses metaphor 

cognition to understand the world [2-4]; another is that 

human gains the knowledge of the world by metaphor 

cognition. Professor Hu Zhuanglin (2004) once used a 

graph to illustrate the relationship between the world, 

metaphor and language, which can be simplified as 

Figure 1. It shows clearly that cognition acts as an 
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agency between human minds and the outside world in 

the form of metaphor language cognition linguists hold 

that human’s conception towards the world isthe hidden 

foundation of metaphor creation, which is expressed in 

the form of metaphor language when triggered by 

certain needs or motivations. 

 

Figure 1 Metaphor production 

3. METAPHOR COGNITION 

TRANSLATION 

The recognition of metaphor cognition offers a new 

angle for many academic researches including the 

translation of metaphor [5]. From 1970s, western 

scholars, including Nida, Dagu and Newmark, began to 

explore metaphor and its translation. They strove to look 

for the metaphor equivalence between the original text 

and the target text. With the nature of cognition 

discovered in metaphor, both western scholars 

(Mandelblit, Ahrens, Kovecses and Wilson) and 

Chinese scholars (Dingfang Su, Hongmin Zhou, 

Gaofeng Yu, Xiaohui Liang, Zinan Ye) tried to apply 

metaphor cognition into metaphor translation.  

It is believed that social experience gives birth to 

cognition and cognition generates metaphor concept and 

metaphor concept is expressed in metaphor language [6-

9]. From the mode of metaphor creation, metaphor 

cognition happens prior to metaphor language [10]. 

Therefore metaphor translation cannot work without 

taking cognition into consideration [11,12]. Take 

Chinese-English translation as an illustration, it works 

as the following Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 C-E Metaphor cognition translation 

As shown in the graph, metaphor is the language 

presentation of metaphor cognition, and the cognition is 

grounded in social experience. The ultimate goal of 

translation is the language transform between Chinese 

metaphor and English metaphor (the dotted lines), but 

its success depends on the successful communication 

between Chinese metaphor cognition and English 

metaphor cognition (the full lines), both of which are 

embedded in social experience. Therefore, metaphor 

translation is the process of looking for the metaphor 

language equivalence based on the metaphor conception 

equivalence between two different culture worlds 

(Tianyi Wang, Yin Wang, 2018).  

Metaphor is created on the base of mapping from the 

source domain to the target domain [10]. According to 

different mapping conditions, there have different kinds 

of metaphor translation. Mandelblit proposed 

“Cognition Translation Hypothesis” which translates 

metaphor according to the same or different metaphor 

mapping conditions between the target language and the 

source language (Zinan Ye ， 2013 ） . Al-hasnawi 

(2007) added one more situation and solution: use 

different language expressions in translation for the 

same metaphor mapping condition. Kövecses put 

forward his metaphor cognition equivalence translation 

strategy in 2005, which is relatively more 

comprehensive. It analyzes metaphor translation from 

four different situations according to metaphor 

cognition as the following: 

(1) Same metaphor mapping, same language 

expression. 

(2) Same metaphor mapping, different language 

expression. 

(3) Different metaphor mapping, same language 

expression. 

(4) Different metaphor mapping, different language 

expression. 

With the guidance of the strategy, the paper tries to 

explore CRH metaphor translation according to 

different metaphor cognition conditions in CRH 

publications. 

4. THE APPLICATION OF METAPHOR 

COGNITION IN CRH METAPHOR 

TRANSLATION 

China’s high-speed railway industry has achieved 

great progress after about 30 years’ development, with 

many key technology breakthroughs and the leading 

place in construction and operation in the world [13]. 

Along with the development, appeared many 

publications, in which a number of CRH metaphors 

were created, such as “bullet train”, “Chinese brain”, 

“seamless transfer” and “green GRH”. These metaphors 

vividly depict the Chinese feature of high-speed railway 

development.“Chinese speed” has been drawing 

increasingnational and international attention [14]. As a 

golden business card, rationalCRH metaphor translation 

is helpful forthe promotion of CRH culture. 

Qualified metaphor translation is the combination of 

matching in metaphor cognition and metaphor language. 

It is the translator’s job to choose proper translation 

Chinese :experience     cognition     Chinese metaphor language 

 

English: experience     cognition      English metaphor language                                                                

                                                                                         

       

the world 

cognition/culture 

Metaphor language 

cognition thoughts 

       human brain 
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methods to achieve CRH metaphor cognitive 

equivalence and CRH metaphor language equivalence at 

most in English according to the cognition difference 

analysis between Chinese and English. Based 

onKövecses’s metaphor cognition equivalence 

translation strategy, three translation methods can be 

used to achieve different cognition effects in CRH 

metaphor translation as shown in Table1. 

Table 1: Metaphor Cognition Translation 

translation strategy translation 
method 

translation effect 

same metaphor 
mapping&same 
language expression 

metaphor 
transplant 

cognition equivalence 
language Equivalence 

Samemetaphor 
mapping&differentlan
guage expression 

metaphorrepl
acement 

cognition equivalence 
language Inequivalence 

differentmetaphor 
mapping& same 
language expression 

  

different metaphor 
mapping&different 
language expression 

demetaphori-
zation 

Cognitionin equivalence 
language inequivalence 

CRH metaphors studied are taken from two newly-

issued Chinese-English CRH publications. They are 

“China Speed: Development of China’s High-Speed 

Rail” issued by Foreign Languages Press in 2016 and 

“The Rapid Development of China’s High-Speed 

Railways” issued by China Railway Pushing House in 

2019. After analysis, it turned out that three of the four 

metaphor cognition equivalence translation strategies 

proposed by Kövecses can be applied, and be operated 

in three different metaphor translation methods. The 

three kinds of CRH metaphor cognition translation in 

these two books account for different proportions 

individually as shown in Figure 3. In the table, the third 

strategy has no equivalent translation method and of 

course achieve no translation effect because this kind of 

condition doesn’t appear in our CRH metaphor 

translation. 

 

Figure 3 CRH metaphor translation 

4.1. Metaphor Transplant: Cognition 

Equivalence + Language Equivalence 

During translation, if metaphor cognition 

equivalence and metaphor language equivalence can 

both be realized at the same time, the translator just do 

the job of metaphor transplant. Owing to shared 

physical construction and psychological foundation, 

people of the world have same or similar cognition 

towards certain subjects in the same or similar cognitive 

way (ChenXue & Zhao Yan, 2017). Such as “子弹头

/zidantou” in Chinese shares the same conceptual 

cognition with “the bullet train” in English, both 

expressing the train with high running speed. 

Meanwhile both in Chinese language and English 

language there exist corresponding metaphor language 

expressions to each other. It is relatively easy for the 

translator to transplant the CRH metaphor directly to 

English metaphor creating the same or similar cognition 

effect among English readers as Chinese readers. It is an 

ideal metaphor translation combining cognition 

equivalence and language equivalence. A large number 

of CRH metaphor are created upon common social 

activities  both experienced and shared by Chinese 

people and English people because of the scientific 

nature of CRH and the plainness of CRH texts. It is no 

wonder that CRH metaphors, such as “ 高铁家族

/gaotiejiazu”, “ 绿 色 高 铁 /lvsegaotie”, “ 中 国 脑

/zhongguonao”, “新外交名片/xinwaijiaomingpian” all 

can find their cognition and language counterparts in 

English world which are “CRH family”, “green HSR” 

“seamless transfer” and “Chinese brain”, “the new 

diplomatic business card”.  This Type of CRH metaphor 

translation takes up more than half in these two books. 

4.2. Metaphor Replacement: Cognition 

Equivalence + Language Inequivalence 

Despite of the same or similar metaphor cognition 

between Chinese and English, it is hard to find the 

matching metaphor language expression in English 

language or the corresponding English metaphor 

expression have different meanings or images from 

Chinese metaphor.When metaphor cognition 

equivalence conflicts with the metaphor language 

expression in translation, the translator could look for a 

another proper English metaphor expression to replace 

the original metaphor image in Chinese to ensure the 

metaphor cognition equivalence. Such kind of 

translation operation can be called metaphor 

replacement, which can be understood as different 

metaphor expressions with the same conceptual 

cognition. Based on full understanding of CRH 

metaphor, the translator seeks to find different metaphor 

expression in English with similar metaphor image. 

Such as “绿巨人火车/lvjurenhuoche” is translated into 

“the Hulk train” instead of “the Green Giant train” 

because “ the Hulk” is a very familiar film image in the 

west, who is “ the Green Giant” for English people. This 

kind of metaphor replacement goes closer to the target 

readers with similar cognition effect. CRH metaphor “先

声夺人 /xianshengduoren” and “ 千呼万唤始出来
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/qianhuwanhuanshichulai” borrow the brilliant 

appearance of the leading role on Chinese stage to 

describe the development of high-speed railway, while 

the translator uses “debut” to replace the original 

metaphor image, which succeeds to deliver the same 

metaphor cognition with different metaphor expressions 

[13,14]. Generally, this type of CRH metaphor 

translation takes up about one fourth in these two books. 

4.3. Demetaphorization: Cognition 

Inequivalence + Language Inequivalence 

Difference between languages and cultures leads to 

difference in metaphor cognition and metaphor 

expression, especially when the metaphor is loaded with 

unique culture connotation, such as historical events, 

heroic figures, cultural customs (Mingshu Wang, 2017) 

The vacancy in metaphor conception and expression in 

the target domain results in the adoption of 

demetaphorization, which needs  paraphrase or free 

translation by choosing to explain the source metaphor 

into plain target language according to the target 

language rules and meanings, with the ultimate purpose 

to realize the equivalence in meaning understanding 

after translation.  

For those GRH metaphors originated from Chinese 

history stories, ancient fairy tales and Chinese classic 

literature works, it is desirable to apply 

demetaphorization translation method. The English 

sentence “With the HSR, Tianjin was equipped with the 

wheels of Nezha” failed many foreigners just because 

the translated metaphor “the wheels of Nezha” goes 

beyond the foreigners’ cognition.  This GRH metaphor 

comes from an ancient Chinese fairy tale which indicate 

fast speed in Chinese culture. The Chinese expression “

定海神针 /dinghaishenzhen” is originated from the 

Chinese classic literature works “Journey to the West” 

meaning “the most important thing”. It is borrowed into 

CRH writing as a metaphor to describe the great value 

of advanced CRH technology. Since its expression and 

meaning are less known for the westerners, it cannot be 

translated either by metaphor transplanting or replacing. 

So the translator changes it into “the most critical core 

technology” by means of demetaphorization to 

guarantee the similar cognition effect among foreign 

readers.  

However, there are some exceptions. A small group 

of CRH metaphors with rich Chinese elements have 

been totally accepted by the westerners, so the translator 

needs not to make any replacement or change to realize 

metaphor equivalence in translation, such as: “High-

speed train, a fleeting transportation dragon of China, 

had unusual significance for China’s HSR industry.”The 

dragon metaphor both in image and expression, once 

being regarded as the evil in the west, is unbelievably 

kept during the translation. Because the westerners 

know much about Chinese dragon culture and form the 

same dragon metaphor cognition as Chinese do without 

any misunderstanding towards the dragon metaphor in 

CRH texts. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Modern metaphor translation, as a complicated 

process of mental cognition, emphasizes the cognition 

equivalence in translation (Yi Sun, 2017). Qualified 

metaphor translation asks for the corresponding 

cognitive conception and language expression between 

the source language and the target language. By 

applying Kövecses’s metaphor cognition equivalence 

translation strategy into CRH metaphor translation, the 

paper summarizes three detail translation methods to 

achieve different equivalence in cognition and language 

expression among the collected CRH metaphors 

appeared in two CRH books “China Speed: 

Development of China’s High-Speed Rail” (2016) and 

“The Rapid Development of China’s High-Speed 

Railways”（2019) . It  isdiscovered that there are a big 

percent of CRH metaphors can be transplanted with the 

metaphor cognition and expression equivalence 

preserved in English world owing to the many 

similarities shared in both Chinese world and English 

world.  Of course, as for those China’s High-Speed 

Railway metaphor loaded with typical Chinese features, 

it is useful to adopt replacement or demetaphorization to 

grantee the cognition equivalence with plain 

expressions. CRH is becoming a driving force of 

China’s social development and a gold business card in 

the global communication. Along with the “Going out” 

diplomatic policy, qualified CRH metaphor translation 

from the angle of metaphor cognition could help the 

foreign readers to enhance the understanding of Chinese 

high speed railway, which is significant for the 

promotion of CRH culture in the world. 
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